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:Communion
,with the
landscape
"T HE BUSH has become romanticised
Qn one hand and brutalised on the other - it's
all very boring this talk
about the bush," says
Jef Doring, whose large,
poetic, lyrically abstract
watercolors at Sydney's
Gallery Aare all about
his feelings and observatio-ns of the Australian
landscape.
!'The bush 1s just country,
hills", water, plants, but there
iis this whole fleshy gumtree
school that has isolated one
thing and sald 'this is bush,' ..
he says.
Doring attempts to maKe his
pa!llt!ngs
correspond
more
aceurately to the experience of
man, in this case hirnself, as
he feels and sees the lands~pe. On one level it is emotidnal 01' spiritual, conditioned
by the time of day, sunlight,
wine\, sound, mood and color
- vague, amorphous, sensual
or ecstatlc. A very "up" feeling.
On the other level there are
particular details the eye can
o~rve that belong to the
feeling. ~ithout being the essence of-it - a wllly wagtaiJ,
a wiIdf.lower 01' a waterbug.
To incorporate both these
levels, Doring has used large
crisp white paper on which he
has let pale pink, yellow and
mau v e
watercolors
flow,
spread and staln in something
of the manner of Morr!s
Lewis. They create sensuous
swell!ng forms that hint of
mountains, caves, reflections

and ou tsize butterfly wings.
Framing 01' bordering the:;e
a b s t l' a c t, curiously erotic
forms are details of birds,
bugs and plants that are reali s ti c a 11 y and exquisitely
painted.
The borders reflect the external world, tbe abstractions,
the inner world: "My paintings are definitely related to
sex - not in a genital way,
but with the way things happen when you make love."
Titles of paintings sometimes give up information,
s 0 met im e s reveal obvious
differences to the attitudes of
artists, and som~Hmes mean
nothing at all. When you read
a Doring title such as Dragon
Spring or Following You
Through the Bush, and then
read the names of otto Nemitz's pa i n tin gs at the
Ho~arth Gallery 300-73,
150 -76 - without even looking at the pictures you know
you are in a different ballpark.
Nemitz is a German painter
born in Berlin in 1935, now
living In Cologne.
Nemitz's works. done in a
mixt ure of acrylic. graphite
and oil, are abstract geometric
paintings/ drawings which descend from the Russian constructivists. Creasing, folding,
shap!ng the medium-size canvases, Nemitz paints circles,
!ines and angle.s that have
brigh tly-colored technologlcal
shapes. He deliberately confuses the perspectives created
by the interlocking !ines and
forrns by making something
that !s near, small and something distant, large. Very
tricky.
believes
new
N e mit z
references are needed for the
process of seeing - but modem man !gnores such things
as spatial movE'ment and continuity. (Does he?)
He wants his own tilting of
pletorial space ta call into
question our established visual
of
experience and scales
reference. Somehow the whole
issue as weil as the work is
very allen, whieh is not to say
that it Isn't important - only
that Nemitz probably won't
have many takers.
At the Australian Centre for
Photography in Sydney are
Grant Mudfol'd's Amel'ican

photogl'aphs done in 1975 and
1976.

He's been saluted by John
S>larkowski at the Museum of
Modern Art as "one of the
notable younger artists in the
fiE'ld,"
praised
by Robert
H u g h es, exalted by Bill
Brandt, and gushed over by
art critic John Russell of the
New York Times - so it Is
not too inhuman a response to
feel a little let down with this
exhibitiGn.
Mudford's lens in this show
foeuses almost exclusively on
industrial commercial architecture, prefabricated concrete,
corrugated iron and brick. He
likes, and his lens ravishes,
textures, bold forms and the
rhyLhms created by large shadow ripe surfaces.
The strong emphasis on
signs and letteri!1g, which become clean and crisp social
realist details, are reinforced
by the very powerful vertical
and horizontal compositions of
the pictures. Perhaps the most
impressive side of these photographs is their almost classic
sense of composition.

